
Navigating Federal  
Tax Changes

Changes Brings Uncertainty and Challenges for Taxpayers
The recent federal tax code overhaul has brought uncertainty for many California businesses and 
taxpayers. The unclear impact of the new tax laws and what subsequent changes might be coming out 
of Sacramento only adds additional uncertainty for California taxpayers.
As the Legislature considers California’s own tax policy, we urge you to consider CalCPA members as 
a resource in navigating the federal tax changes. We are thought leaders in tax policy and uniquely 
positioned to assist in creating fair, effective and efficient tax policy that is practical and administrable 
for all California taxpayers.

CalCPA is Ready to Help
CalCPA members are prepared to help guide Californians through the intricacies and impact of these 
changes. CalCPA members are willing to share their expertise with public policy leaders to address 
new tax laws, understand the options and help develop a measured, rational response to federal tax 
changes. Our goal is to provide you with the information you need to make an informed decision about 
California’s tax policy.

Thought Leaders in Tax Policy  
CalCPA consistently advocates for sound tax policy that is simple, practical and administrable because 
we are convinced such actions will ease tax compliance and reduce administrative complexities for 
taxpayers and tax regulators. We bring together a diverse group of tax professionals with an array of 
specialties that strive to be an asset for their clients and public policy leaders. CalCPA members write 
articles, conduct research, share experiences, teach courses, provide nuanced guidance and work 
collaboratively with tax regulators. From technical expertise to best practices to navigating shifting tax 
laws, CalCPA members do what they can to help shape sound tax policies. 

Preferred Resource on Tax Policy
We believe CalCPA is uniquely positioned to be part of any California tax reform discussions. CalCPA 
members are the trusted advisers, valued employees and preferred providers of tax services to a wide 
spectrum of businesses and individuals throughout California. Our engaged and devoted network of 
CPAs represents all sizes of firms, from large regional firms to sole practitioners. As leaders within the 
business community, we have the knowledge, expertise and perspective to provide unbiased facts and 
analysis to foster informed discussion about tax policy to meet the needs of the modern globalized 
world.  


